All great achievers have dreams.
Inspired they will go through many obstacles
and adversities to reach their goals.
Although they may meet with setbacks,
disappointments or failures, they may detour
and adjust but they never give up.
They finally succeeded because they
dared to dream, dared to try, dared to fail and
overcame their challenges, despite the odds.
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Against All Odds

————— ✡ —————

“There were two words we couldn’t use in the house
– ‘can’t’ and ‘never’.”
- Jason Sehorn,
Cornerback-New York Giants
————— ✡ —————

“I can live through life losing a good fight
but I cannot live life not trying.”
- The Black Knight, movie

—————–––—————
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Going Through Hell For Her Stories
Elizabeth Cochrane,
who took the pen name Nellie
Bly was the best known “girl
reporter” of her day, not only
for her colourful exploits –
most notably an 1888-1889
solo round-the-world voyage she made in seventytwo days – but also for her skill and resourcefulness
as an investigative journalist.
Largely self-educated, Bly embarked on her
reporting career in her early twenties, covering
volatile subjects like political corruption and
problems of working women. To gain employment
at the New York World in 1887, she finagled
admission as a patient to Blackwell’s Island, a
notorious mental institution; her articles exposing
its inhumane conditions led to a grand jury
investigation and several million dollar’s worth of
improvement. She also revealed abominable
conditions in sweatshops, jails, and other
institutions and bribery in the New York legislature.
After her death, the Evening Journal
eulogized her as having been “the best reporter in
America.”
—————–––—————
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“The world breaks everyone and afterwards many
are strong at the broken places.”
- Ernest Hemingway
————— ✡ —————

“Self-confidence is your greatest ally and selfdoubt, your greatest enemy.”
- Mike Shanahan,
coach for NFL Denver Broncos
————— ✡ —————

“Do not allow yourself to be disheartened by any
failure as long as you have done your best.”
- Mother Teresa
————— ✡ —————

“Successful people are not people without
problems. They have simply learned to deal with
their problems by recognizing that their power is
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greater than the power contained within the
problems.”
- Earl Nightingale
—————–––—————

Nothing Shall Stop Her Singing
She was born Norma Deloris Egstrom on
May 26, 1920 in Jamestown, North Dakota. But
the world remembers her as simply Peggy Lee. She
was one of the most successful, stylish and popular
singers of her generation. She grew up in hardship,
was nearly trapped into white slavery and worked
as a fairground barker (she worked on a “Hit the
Wino with the Baseball” stall) before she became
rich and famous.
She was one that would not succumb to any
setbacks easily. In 1961, Lee almost died of double
pneumonia and pleurisy, which
damaged her lungs and forced
her to travel with a respirator for
years afterwards. In the late
1970s, she was diagnosed as
having a heart condition,
diabetes, a disease of the middle
ear, and went temporarily blind;
in the 1980s she suffered a near
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fatal heart attack and a broken pelvis.
Shaken but undeterred, Lee returned after her
attack to record and tour again in 1989. In early
1990, she was on the road again, touring Britain.
Peggy lee died on January 21, 2001 at the
age of 81.
—————–––—————

“Satisfaction lies in the effort, not in the attainment.
Full effort is full victory.”
- Mahatma Gandhi
————— ✡ —————

“Failure, like a headache, warns us
that something has gone wrong. If we
are intelligent we look for the cause
and profit by the experience.”
————— ✡ —————
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“I don’t know the key to success, but the key to
failure is trying to please everybody.”
- Bill Cosby
————— ✡ —————

There is something special about the entrepreneurial
character and Herman Melville knew this. These
people are willing to persevere, to meet with failure
many times and learn its lessons in order to realize
their dreams. Every year tens of thousands of
entrepreneurs in America face adversity, overcome
great odds, and ultimately, find success.
————— ✡ —————

“He who has never failed somewhere, that man
cannot be great.”
- Herman Melville
————— ✡ —————

“Malaysia is the biggest producer of rubber in the
world. We have to learn to be like rubber – to be
resilient, to be able to bounce back!”
- Billi Lim
—————–––—————
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When The Odds Are Against You
A few days before Christmas in 1991, Earl
Stafford was overcome by emotion. A year earlier,
it had seemed the sky was the limit for him. Now,
he did not even have money to buy presents for his
three children.
On record, he was the CEO of Unitech Inc,
but in reality, he could not even pay the office rent;
he had laid off all 14 employees and creditors were
calling on him.
Stafford was an air-traffic controller with the
US Air Force during the Vietnam War. By 1987, he
was a captain and his military career looked bright.
Because of his dream to start his own business, he
resigned from the Air Force. To enhance his
experience, he started working for RVA Inc, a small
contractor that provided training for the US Federal
Aviation Administration. After a short stint with the
company, he again resigned to start his own
company and was hired by RVA as a consultant.
Soon, he became a subcontractor for NYMA
Inc, a company working on NASA’s Hubble Space
Telescope. It was not a high-tech job and all
Stafford’s company had to do was to supply support
staff – a receptionist, messengers and janitors – for
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a team of scientists. But the US$300,000 annual
contract meant Stafford could rent and furnish his
own office and pay him a salary.
Then it all happened. The telescope
malfunctioned. The NYMA contract expired. At the
same time, Stafford’s consulting service was
cancelled by RVA. Stafford had risked his family’s
future by leaving the Air Force. At that moment,
for the first time in Stafford’s life, he felt like a
failure.
He told himself repeatedly, “I’m not a
quitter,” and he refused to give up. He continued
bidding for contracts but was rejected and financial
assistance from friends did not come in. The family
had to live by candlelight when the electricity to
their home was cut off. Then, the phone line was
also terminated.
Three months later, he bid for a contract to
provide management consulting, janitorial and
moving services to NYMA
who in turn has landed a
contract with Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC). He won
the contract. To RTC, they
thought that a team of proper
staff from Unitech was
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servicing them, but in reality, one man alone,
Stafford, was servicing them. By day, Stafford
would dawn a business suit to attend high-level
meetings. By night, he cleaned the same conference
rooms, moved heavy boxes, copied documents and
doing anything that needed done. Eventually his
fortitude paid off.
Early in 1992, The RTC awarded Stafford a
US$2.5 million three-year contract. He invested
some of this money to develop computer-training
software for all branches of government. His
simulation programmes helped the Army train
troops to repair jeeps and to drive tanks. In 1999,
Unitech has more than 320 employees and was
projected to earn US$50 million for that year.
—————–––—————

“You just can’t give up.”
- Earl Stafford, CEO Unitech Inc
————— ✡ —————

“Either we find a way or MAKE ONE.”
- Hannibal
————— ✡ —————
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“The game of life is a lot like football. You have to
tackle your problems, block your fears and score
your points when you get the opportunity.”
- Lewis Grizzard
————— ✡ —————

“Great spirits have always encountered violent
opposition from mediocre minds...”
- Albert Einstein
————— ✡ —————

“If my years in the Navy taught me anything, it’s
that there isn’t an obstacle you can’t go around,
climb over or blow a hole through if you really want
to.”
- Montel Williams, talk-show host
- John Kanary
————— ✡ —————
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“We must persist in the task and one day it will
become easier, not because the task itself has
become easier, but because we have learned to
master the task.”
- Emerson
————— ✡ —————

“Judge not those who try and fail. Question those
who fail to try,”
————— ✡ —————

“Creativity begins when you
begin to do things ordinary
people would not even
thought of doing it.”
————— ✡ —————

“When the things are bad, we take comfort in the
thought that they could always be worse. And when
they are, we hope in the thought that things are so
bad they have to get better.”
- Malcolm S. Forbes
————— ✡ —————
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Peeing All Out
A Slovak man trapped in his car under an
avalanche freed himself by drinking 60 bottles of
beer and urinating on the snow to melt it.
Rescue teams found Richard Kral drunk
and staggering along a mountain path four days after
his Audi car was buried in the Slovak Tatra
Mountains.
He told them that after the avalanche, he had
opened his car window and tried to dig his way
out. But as he dug with his hands, he realized the
snow would fill his car before he managed to break
through.
He had 60 half-litre bottles of beer in his car
as he was going on holiday, and after cracking
one open to think about the problem he
realized he could urinate on the snow to
melt it.
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“How much failure can you handle to get from
where you are now to where you want to be?”
————— ✡ —————

“Be thankful for the defeat which man calls
‘failure’, because if you can survive it and keep on
trying, it gives you the chance to prove your ability
to rise to the heights of achievement in your chosen
field of endeavour.”
————— ✡ —————

“I am looking for a lot of men who have an infinite
capacity to not know what can’t be done.”
- Henry Ford
————— ✡ —————

“A JAPANESE ATTACK on
Pearl Harbour is a strate-gic
impossibility,” wrote George
Fielding Eliot in 1938.
————— ✡ —————
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He was wrong! Against all odds, the Japanese
Imperial Navy amassed an armada of aircraft
carriers, destroyers and submarines and headed for
Pearl Harbour in 1941. A few days before
Christmas, Pearl Harbour was under full scale
attack!
————— ✡ —————

“The world would stop if it were run by people who
said it can’t be done.”
- Beyond Limiting Beliefs by John Kanary
————— ✡ —————

“I’ve had many losses. I’ve been through painful
relationships. I’ve been through numerous
insecurities, but now I have overcome them and I
am back!” says Suzi Quatro after performing her
150th shows in US in 1999.
————— ✡ —————

“Negative experience can be a ‘stepping stone’ or
a ‘stumbling block’ depending on whether that
person is ‘positive’ or ‘negative’.”
————— ✡ —————
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“Difficulties should act as a tonic. They should spur
us to greater perseverance.”
- B.C. Forbes
————— ✡ —————

“The only thing that stands between a man and what
he wants from life is often merely the will to try it
and the faith to believe that it is possible.”
- Richard M. Devos
————— ✡ —————

“I live with regrets everyday when I look back
sometimes at the things I’ve done, or what I might
have said. But that’s not going to achieve anything
– I want to go forward. When I do go back into a
negative, dark side, I go down and get very
depressed and sad about it for a few hours. Then I
have to pull myself up. What good is it doing? You
can’t do anything about it now.
————— ✡ —————
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The mind can play havoc with you and cause you
such distress. You can’t go back. You can learn.
But another day comes and the sun comes up and
you must go forward.”
- Sarah Ferguson, Duchess of York
————— ✡ —————

“Life is full of obstacle illusions.”
- Grant Frazier
————— ✡ —————

It is difficulties that show what
men are made of.”
- Epictetus, 1st Century Greek
Philosopher
————— ✡ —————

“All the significant battles are waged within the
self.”
- Sheldon Kopp
————— ✡ —————
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“Failure is Nature’s great crucible in
which she burns the dross from the
human heart and purifies the mettle of
the man that it can stand the test of hard
usage.”
—————–––—————

More Than Nine Lives
John Lyne has often been compared to a cat
with nine lives. He remains undeterred despite
having cheated death no fewer than 17 times.
Among his recent close calls were being struck by
lightning bolt, hitting a live electricity cable and
becoming incapacitated after falling through an
open manhole in 2006.
When John was born to a farming family,
doctors were uncertain whether he could survive.
He had under-developed lungs and needed steroids
and special care. But he beat the odds and set a
pattern for later in life. His first real test began when
he was 18 months old, no thanks to his childhood
curiosity. While his curiosity did not kill him, it
landed him in hospital after he drank a bottle of
disinfectant and had to have his stomach pumped.
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A year later, he was riding with his
grandfather on a horse-cart when he fell from the
seat and onto the path of an oncoming van.
Amazingly, the vehicle’s wheels passed on either
side of his tiny body and he survived, save for some
scratches.
Fourteen apparently proved to be a
particularly dangerous age for him. First, he nearly
drowned while swimming in the sea. Then on one
Friday the 13th, he fell from a tree and broke his
arm. When Lyne was told to return to hospital the
following day, the bus he and his mother were
traveling in crashed into a lorry, causing him to
break a second bone in the same arm.
Even while on holiday, he was not spared.
In 2002, on the Greek island of Zante, his taxi driver
fell asleep while driving and Lyne just managed to
grab the wheel in time to avert a potential accident.
And in September, 2006, enroute to Greece, the
plane Lyne was in was struck by lightning. Luckily,
no one was hurt.
Today, at age 54, John
Lyne is a father to two children
and he remains determined to
live life to the fullest. Above all,
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Lyne is one of life’s optimists, having maintained a
positive outlook throughout the years of mishaps.
—————–––—————

“Noble souls, through dust and heat, rise from
disaster and defeat the stronger.”
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
————— ✡ —————

“We
must
accept
finite
disappointment, but we must never
lose infinite hope.”
- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
—————–––—————

Adrift
In 1982, Steven Callahan was crossing the
Atlantic alone in his sailboat when it struck
something and sank. He was out of the shipping
lanes and floating in a life raft, alone. His supplies
were few. His chances were small. Yet when three
fishermen found him seventy-six days later (the
longest anyone has survived a shipwreck on a life
raft alone), he was alive but much skinnier than he
was when he started, but alive!
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His account of how he survived
is fascinating. His ingenuity, how he
managed to catch fish, how he fixed
his solar still (evaporates sea water to
make fresh); is very interesting.
But the one thing that stands out was how he
managed to keep himself going when all hope
seemed lost, when there seemed no point in
continuing the struggle, when he was suffering
greatly, when his life raft was punctured and after
more than a week struggling with his weak body to
fix it, it was still leaking air and wearing him out to
keep pumping it up. He was starved. He was
desperately dehydrated. He was thoroughly
exhausted. Giving up would have seemed the only
sane option.
“I tell myself I can handle it,” wrote Callahan
in his narrative. “Compared to what others have
been through, I’m fortunate. I tell myself these
things over and over again, building up fortitude…”
So here, coming to us from the extreme edge of,
are words that can give strength. Whatever you’re
going through, tell yourself you can handle it!
—————–––—————
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“Those who have attained things worth having in
this world have worked while others idled, have
persevered while others gave up in despair, have
practiced…the valuable habits of self-denial,
industry, and singleness of purpose.”
- Grenville Kleiser
————— ✡ —————

“For a man to achieve all that is demanded of him
he must regard himself as greater than he is.”
- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
————— ✡ —————

“Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet.
Only through experience of trial and suffering can
the soul be strengthened, ambition inspired, and
success achieved.”
- Helen Keller
————— ✡ —————

“Strength does not come from winning. Your
struggles develop strengths. When you go through
hardships and decide not to surrender, that is
strength.”
- Arnold Schwarzenegger
————— ✡ —————
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“The only real limitation on your abilities is the
level of your desires. If you want it badly enough,
there is no adversity that you can’t endure.”
————— ✡ —————

“For every difficulty that supposedly stops a person
from succeeding, there are thousands who have had
it a lot worse and have succeeded anyway. So can
you.”
- Brian Tracy
————— ✡ —————

“This is no time for ease and comfort. It is to push
yourself and to endure.”
————— ✡ —————

“To trust yourself to test your limits is what you
are put on earth for.”
- Billi Lim
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AIN’T LIFE AMAZING!
Bottle Attack Saves
Woman’s Life
Naples (Florida): A blow to the head with a
beer bottle may have saved Sally Hampton’s life.
While doctors were examining her after the
barroom attack, they discovered a brain tumour that
could have killed her.
The tumour was removed, and Hampton, 64,
is fully recovered.
On Monday, she testified against her attacker,
Fidel Trujillo, who was convicted of aggravated
battery.
“It was one of the worst things that could
happen to an elderly person, but in the end it saved
her life,” prosecutor Erik Lombillo said.
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Readers Can Share With Us
It is our pleasure to hear your reactions
to stories in this book. Please let us know what
your favorite stories or quotations were and
how they affected you.
Some of the materials in our Dare To
Fail PocketBook were contributed by readers
like you who read our earlier releases. We also
invite you to send inspiring or impactful
stories, quotations and poems which you wrote
or have been written by others, and would like
to see it/them published in future editions of
the Dare To Fail PocketBook. Credit will be
given to the owner of the source materials.
You can send then by post, fax or
through email or access our website at
www.daretofail.com.
For speaking and training engagements,
do contact us directly.
We hope you enjoy reading this book as
much as we enjoyed researching, compiling,
editing and writing it.
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The Dare To Fail PocketBook was born
out of the need for people to realize the harsh
realities of life.
Many of life’s great lessons can be learned
through hard knocks or soft touches. Some of us
may need to get our fingers burned while others
would just need to take a leaf or a pad to realize
their follies.
Be it a gentle nudge or a jolt to reality, we
can either learn from our own mistakes or that of
others. This booklet intends to help the readers
avoid the high price that they have to pay if they
were to learn from their own harsh experiences.
Should you find any printing error ... please consider that
it was intended. Our PocketBook is for everybody, and is
also for those who always only search for mistakes.
The Editor
Copyright©2007 Hardknocks Factory Sdn Bhd
Hardcover ISBN 978-983-3948-08-6
First Edition 1st Print: February, 2007

How To Benefit From This
PocketBook
The goal of our Dare To Fail
PocketBook Series is to open the heart and
rekindle the spirit. And to show what some
claim to be impossible had been done by
others.
Those who are challenged by what life
has brought should realize that losing does not
mean that they have failed. In reality, it is
those who have never tried who have failed.
The contents, stories in particular, are
highly condensed. We recognize that people
nowadays have not much time to read. Some
readers may finish reading a PocketBook in 20
minutes. That’s OK. But you can also read it
slowly and with a purpose. Absorb the
goodness and the wisdom found in each story,
quote or poem. Take action. Carry the
PocketBook with you all the time, and share it
with others. (Our DTF PocketBook is
circulated to a world-wide audience).

